Abstract-In many scenarios where it is desirable to provide a number of different descriptions of a video sequence, the simulcasting of single-layer bitstreams is impractical due to the amount of data involved. The new technique "stream morphing" introduced in this paper exploits the redundancy that exists between different compressed descriptions of the same video sequence at different quality levels. This works to dramatically reduce the data rates required to achieve the same effect as simulcast. The results shown here indicate that an SNR scalable video system constructed using this principle outperforms the structures defined in MPEG-2 and the MPEG-4 Streaming Video Profile. Stream morphing has a number of additional advantages: no loss of subjective quality compared to single-layer bitstreams at the same peak SNR regardless of the number of layers involved (unlike the MPEG-2 approach), the ability to generate a scalable representation of a video sequence from a set of single-layer descriptions in a computationally inexpensive way, and compatibility with existing single-layer decoders via a simple preprocessor without the need for transcoding. Stream morphing is demonstrated here in the context of MPEG-4; however, it is compatible with other similar video coding standards.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE essence of the scalable video problem is to create a representation of a video sequence that can be successfully decoded at a lower quality level even if not all data is utilized, either because the data are not received or because computational restrictions prevent its use. Examples of environments where data loss occur are wireless networks and packet networks such as the Internet. Some forms of coding, notably, three-dimensional (3-D) subband/wavelet techniques [1] , [2] and multiple description coding [3] , are designed with scalability in mind. Other researchers have sought to add scalability to existing systems [4] .
Two techniques that were designed as extensions to discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based video coding algorithms have been standardized in MPEG-2 in the form of SNR scalability and in MPEG-4 in the form of the Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) tool. These are of particular interest since they both explicitly support, or can be very easily extended to allow for, the use of a potentially large number of discrete layers. Furthermore, these approaches do not require decoder complexity to increase substantially when more layers are used.
A central issue in scalable coding is the use of temporal prediction above the base layer. This greatly increases coding efficiency at the expense of the need to split the bitstream into a (usually small) number of discrete layers if drift is to be avoided. Error recovery is also not instantaneous and must wait for the receipt of a significant amount of intracoded data, either in the form of a complete I frame or many individual refreshed macroblocks. MPEG-4 FGS favors granularity, fast error recovery, and minimal encoder complexity by intracoding all enhancement layer data. The MPEG-2 approach, however, achieves much higher coding efficiency at the expense of higher encoder complexity and reduced granularity, albeit with a very-low-complexity decoder design. For broadcast-style applications where there are many more decoders than encoders, reduction in decoder complexity is by far the more important goal.
This paper introduces stream morphing, a new approach to DCT-based scalable video coding whose mechanics can be considered to be a variation on the MPEG-2 approach. Its first major advantage is that it improves coding efficiency and solves the subjective quality issues that exist in extensions to MPEG-2-compliant SNR scalable systems that use many enhancement layers. A second advantage lies in stream morphing's ability to easily convert between scalable and single-layer forms without transcoding, a significant new functionality.
The stream-morphing concept is not tied to any particular coding standard. The results shown here, along with some elements of the associated description, are based on MPEG-4; however, the same principles can be applied to other systems based on a similar hybrid motion-compensated prediction (MCP) and DCT (or similar transform) structure such as H.264 [5] . Stream morphing improves the coding of the motion-compensated prediction residual without changing the operation of temporal prediction (in the SNR scalable case). Improved temporal prediction techniques in any newer standard will result in improved performance for future stream-morphing systems based on such standards.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes in more detail the MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 FGS techniques and their respective strengths and weaknesses. Section III describes the new stream-morphing technique, its internal details, and some of the application scenarios that it can be applied to. In Section IV, experimental results are provided comparing stream morphing to the existing techniques in terms of both rate-distortion behavior and subjective quality for SNR scalability under conditions of constant quantization. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions.
II. EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR HIGHLY SNR SCALABLE VIDEO
The following two sections briefly outline the operation of MPEG-2 SNR scalability and MPEG-4 FGS. Stream morphing can be considered to be related to the MPEG-2 approach, but differing in the mechanism for coding the motion-compensated prediction difference.
A. MPEG-2
The MPEG-2 standard [6] defines the SNR scalable decoder shown in Fig. 1 . Systems with three or more layers can be easily constructedth by adding additional decode and inverse quantization units using finer quantizer step sizes. The unquantized DCT coefficients from all layers are then added together and passed through inverse DCT (IDCT) and motion compensated prediction (MCP) stages that are identical to the two-layer system shown. For applications where decoder complexity must be minimized, such as battery-powered mobile devices, this decoder architecture is very attractive as it is requires a single IDCT and motion-compensated prediction loop, irrespective of the number of layers present. This is arguably the most minimal hybrid DCT/MCP scalable decoder possible.
MPEG-2 does not specify an encoder to match Fig. 1 . There are three encoder configurations that are commonly found in the literature [7] . Some previous papers, e.g., [8] , use an encoder with a single motion-compensation loop which is subject to drift [7] if the enhancement layer is not received at the decoder. When there is a single frame store, it is necessary to use one encoder motion-compensation loop per layer to control drift in each of those layers in case the higher layers are lost. As there is a single loop in the decoder, the same motion vectors must be used in all layers at the encoder, which means that motion estimation need only be performed once. Fig. 2 shows the two-layer "pyramid" encoder for MPEG-2 SNR scalable video. There is another encoder configuration with almost identical behavior that uses the previous layer reconstruction (in the pixel domain) as prediction in each enhancement layer, rather than using the base-layer DCT coefficients as in the pyramid encoder. The frame stores in this configuration hold a difference signal and the decoder frame store corresponds to the sum of all encoder frame stores. For the pyramid configuration, each encoder frame store corresponds to the state of the decoder frame store when all higher layers are not decoded. For ease of implementation, it is undesirable to process and store 9-b-per-pixel differential signals; the pyramid encoder is therefore preferred as it allows for the same prediction and frame store logic to be used in all layers.
The pyramid encoder can be easily extended to support two or more enhancement layers: the DCT coefficients in a higher layer are predicted using the sum of the reconstructed DCT coefficients from all lower layers.
B. MPEG-4 Fine Granularity Scalability
The need to avoid drift in scalable systems that use motion-compensated prediction comes at a high cost in terms of flexibility and encoder complexity. Content can only be served at one of a (usually small) number of bit rates, and each layer added requires another DCT/IDCT pair and motion-compensated prediction loop which significantly raises computational requirements at the encoder. Amendment 2 to part 2 of the MPEG-4 standard [9] , [10] describes the Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) [11] system which does not utilize motion-compensated prediction in the enhancement layer and allows for an unlimited range of bit rates to be generated at a simplified encoder. Fig. 3 shows the layout of the encoder for MPEG-4 FGS. The enhancement layer coding in FGS differs from the MPEG-2 approach in two main ways. The first is the lack of motion-compensated prediction as previously discussed. The corresponding decoder has higher computational complexity, requiring two IDCT units [11] rather than the single unit in the MPEG-2 decoder, one inside the base-layer motion-compensated prediction loop and a second outside the loop for the enhancement layer. The second difference is in the quantization and coding of the residue from the base layer. Rather than allowing for quantizer step sizes to be chosen in the enhancement layer, FGS splits the residue into bit planes, which is equivalent to a series of fixed quantizers whose step sizes are arranged in descending powers of two. The enhancement layer bitstream is then generated by scanning through each 8 8 block in each bit plane, starting with the most significant plane. The decoder corresponding to Fig. 3 is identical to the standard single-layer decoder with the decoded enhancement layer data added outside of the motion-compensated prediction loop.
In FGS, the contents of the frame store is not dependent upon any of the enhancement layer data being received, so it is possible for the linear sequence of bit plane data to be truncated at any point without causing drift. This truncation can be done at the encoder in order to satisfy some bit-rate target. In this way, different users with different bandwidth constraints can be served from the same precoded bitstream that is truncated at different points. In addition, many types of communication channel suffer from data loss, for example, due to fading in a wireless network or packet loss in the Internet. If each bit plane is prioritized such that data loss affects the lower bit planes while leaving the higher planes intact, the loss is equivalent to truncation at the bit-plane level. The level of granularity in the scalable representation created by FGS is therefore relatively coarse if bitstream truncation is being performed by the channel rather than by the encoder. Additional planes can be created by the promotion of subjectively important material using the techniques of selective enhancement and/or frequency weighting [11] ; however, scanning these extra planes adds extra overhead which decreases coding efficiency still further.
Subsequent proposals [12] , [13] increase the coding performance of the basic FGS scheme by using motion-compensated prediction of the enhancement layer data. When prediction is performed above the base layer, then drift will occur if data is lost. These schemes therefore propose that prediction be limited to B frames (from which errors cannot propagate since they are never used as a reference for future prediction) or that the enhancement frame store be frequently refreshed from the base layer frame store or intracoded texture. Decoders for these methods may also require higher complexity decoders, especially those that use enhancement layer prediction outside of B frames.
III. STREAM MORPHING

A. Basic Concept
For applications where the effective channel bandwidth is not known in advance at the encoder and which are more sensitive to the level of decoder complexity than encoder complexity, the previous section outlined the case for the MPEG-2 approach in preference to MPEG-4 FGS. For highly scalable systems with many layers, however, the MPEG-2 approach has difficulty maintaining good image quality. Consider a system with many layers where the lower layers are coded at low bit rates. Large DCT coefficients are coded first in one of the lower layers using relatively coarse quantization. Ideally, these coefficients should be refined in the higher layers to match new coefficients that are coded with finer quantization in those layers. This refinement process does not normally occur, however, as this requires that the residue from the original quantization be large enough for another nonzero coefficient to be generated in a higher layer. The nonlinear relationship between bit rate and quantizer step size means that, under normal conditions, the step size in the higher layers is not reduced to such an extent that the lower layer coefficients are coded again. The result of this effect is one of uneven visual quality: imprecise coding of large low-frequency coefficients will cause any blocking artifacts present to remain visible in the higher layers. It would be preferable to use the bits available in the higher layers to refine important coefficients that were coded in the lower layers rather than introducing new, less significant coefficients.
The motivation behind stream morphing can be seen by considering the difference between the standard single-layer MPEG-4 decoder and the MPEG-2 SNR scalable decoder of Fig. 1 . The final stages of the two decoders are identical, composed of a single IDCT and motion-compensated prediction unit. The only difference between the two is that in the single-layer case the input to the IDCT is a single set of quantized coefficients that have been processed with a single quantizer step size whereas the scalable decoder uses the sum of a number of separate components that have undergone different amounts of quantization. It is this mixture of different levels of quantization that has been known to cause problems. Stream morphing works by adjusting the values of the quantized coefficients, as well as other side information such as the quantizer step size and macroblock prediction mode, so that each layer has the appearance of a normal single-layer bitstream (using a uniform level of quantization) and works in the same way with the remainder of the decoder. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of an -layer stream-morphing encoder for SNR scalability which consists of parallel single-layer encoders. For the experimental results to be shown later in this paper, MPEG-4 encoders are used. However, the same principle can be applied to similar systems such as H.263. These encoders are unmodified from their standard form except that only the base-layer bitstream needs to be generated using the standard syntax. For the enhancement layers, the streammorphing process uses its own syntax and can take input data from the bitstreams in the form of raw quantized DCT coefficients plus the other macroblock parameters such as quantizer step size and prediction mode. The stream-morphing encoder then generates new delta bitstreams that describe how the decoder can transform (morph) a single-layer bitstream that has already been received into one of higher quality. Thus, the delta bitstream describes how to transform the base-layer bitstream (which is sent to the decoder in the normal way) into , describes then how to transform into , and so on.
B. Morphing Process
The mechanics of the morphing process are illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the elements that are coded in each single-layer bitstream for a single macroblock in two adjacent layers. Only one 8 8 block of DCT coefficients is shown here; the morphing process is repeated for the other blocks in the macroblock. For almost all of these elements, a single symbol is generated that describes how the value of that element has changed from one layer to the next, a process signified by arrows in the diagram. Fig. 5 shows an expanded form of the macroblock syntax used in single-layer MPEG-4; the regular syntax groups symbols together to increase efficiency when using variable-length codes (VLCs). While it is also possible to "morph" the motion vectors, this is not done as it may alter the spectral content of the signal to be coded and thus destroy the correspondence between quantized DCT coefficients in successive layers.
For MPEG-4, the quantities that can change between layers and must be described are as follows.
Quantizer
Step Size: These are coded differentially in the MPEG-4 bitstream (shown as DQUANT in Fig. 5 ), the syntax allowing for at most a 2 change from the value used in the previous macroblock (an exception is P-VOP macroblocks with four motion vectors where no change is allowed). Arbitrary changes to the quantizer step size in each layer is impractical, especially at low bit rates, due to the amount of data this requires. Coding of this information is performed on the assumption that the differential quantizer step size in all layers is highly correlated i.e., the value of the differential in one layer is almost certain to be the same as was used in the layer below. Rate-control algorithms that perform perceptual quantization will normally want to vary the quantizer step size in a similar way in all layers so this is not unreasonable and other values can be chosen as required, although these will be more expensive to code.
Macroblock Prediction Mode:
The prediction mode of the macroblock may be different in different layers in a stream-morphing system so a symbol must be coded to describe any change. For example, in the lower layers, the quality of the motion-compensated prediction is poorer and the encoder may choose to use intracoded macroblocks more often than in the higher layers where prediction is more effective. If the original input bitstreams are to be recovered rather than being immediately decoded (see Section III-E), this will reduce the bit rate of the higher layer streams slightly due to the use of fewer intracoded macroblocks. Some encoders may choose to never change the prediction mode in this way.
Macroblock Skipped: For macroblocks with motion-compensated prediction, it is useful to code a "macroblock skipped" symbol to indicate if the macroblock has any nontrivial information. For single-layer MPEG-4, this means that it either has a nonzero motion vector, its quantizer step size is different from that used in the previous macroblock, or it has at least one nonzero DCT coefficient.
Stream morphing also uses a similar symbol for macroblocks where the coincident macroblock in the previous layer has no nonzero DCT coefficients. A symbol of this kind is not useful when the base-layer macroblock has at least one nonzero coefficient. Here the symbol could take one of two meanings: either the macroblock in the current layer has no nonzero coefficients, which would be rare and the use of an extra symbol insignificant, or alternatively it could be used to signal that the contents of the macroblock in the current layer are identical to the macroblock in the previous layer. The use of an additional symbol in this case would only be worthwhile if there was a significant degree of correlation between changes to different coefficients in the same macroblock. Since DCT coefficients are usually assumed to be uncorrelated, there are no gains to be made from the use of such a symbol, and thus coefficients from the previous layer are always scanned for changes.
Coded Block Pattern (CBP):
In single-layer MPEG-4, this is notionally one bit per 8 8 block, indicating which blocks have at least one nonzero DCT coefficient. Fig. 5 uses six symbols for 4:2:0 video; other formats may have different numbers of blocks. For the same reasons as the macroblock skipped symbol as discussed above, a symbol is only generated to indicate if a block has been skipped where there are no nonzero coefficients in the coincident block in the previous layer. Blocks that are coincident with nontrivial blocks in the previous layer are always scanned.
Intra AC Prediction: A single bit flag is present in singlelayer MPEG-4 bitstreams to indicate whether ac coefficient prediction is used in intracoded macroblocks. A symbol indicating whether this flag has changed from its value in the previous layer is coded in the enhancement layer bitstream. This only affects decoders that wish to reconstruct the original bitstreams and not to decode their contents, a point that will be discussed further in Section III-E.
Nonzero DCT Coefficients: Finally, the quantized DCT coefficients themselves must be updated. Two scans are made through each block if there is a possibility that some coefficient values have changed or new coefficients that did not exist in the previous layer are to be added. This can occur in one of two ways. • The coincident block in the previous layer was all zero but the CBP (see above) signaled that some nonzero coefficients are present for the block in this layer.
• There were nonzero coefficients in the coincident block in the previous layer, in which case the block is always scanned. One scan is made to identify any new nonzero coefficients that were zero in the previous layer. This is done in a similar way to standard MPEG-4 with (run, level) pairs being coded for each new coefficient. The other scan visits each of the nonzero coefficients in the previous layer, and a symbol is coded that describes how the quantized value of the coefficient has changed between the previous layer and the current layer (this is not always required for intracoded coefficients, as will be demonstrated below). How this is done depends on whether the macroblock is coded in intra or inter mode, to be discussed below.
For example, in Fig. 5 , the coefficients numbered and in layer were not present in the previous layer and are identified in the new coefficient pass. The dc coefficient and all ac coefficients in layer have symbols coded in the existing coefficient pass describing how their values have changed.
Existing Intra Coefficients: Intracoded macroblocks use no temporal prediction, therefore we know that coincident intra coefficients must have the same unquantized value. We can use the quantized values from previous layers along with the quantizer step-size values in those layers to allow the decoder to infer more precisely the original unquantized value than the information in the current layer alone can provide. Fig. 6 shows an example of this process: the quantization bins corresponding to the quantized values for a coefficient that have been decoded in previous layers overlap in this example in layers and
. As the true value of the coefficient must be in the intersection of these ranges, the range of possible unquantized values the coefficient can take in layer lies entirely within a single quantization bin for the particular choice of quantizer step size in that layer. As such, we know the quantized value without having to code any extra information. In other cases, the possible range of unquantized values computed from the previous layer(s) spans more than one quantization bin, and a symbol is coded to indicate which of these bins contains the coefficient's true value.
Existing Inter Coefficients: For coefficients in macroblocks where temporal prediction is used, it cannot be relied upon that unquantized coefficient values in consecutive layers will be equal. For intercoded macroblocks, one symbol is always coded describing how the quantized value of a given coefficient has changed from its value in the previous layer. The values for these symbols have one of the following meanings.
• The coefficient has the same quantized value as in the previous layer, which is the most common case.
• The absolute value of the coefficient increased by one.
• The absolute value of the coefficient decreased by one. Note that the third possibility listed here may result in the coefficient value in the current layer being zero, a condition that must be explicitly signaled if the coefficient had a nonzero value in the previous layer, as shown for the coefficient numbered 4 in layer in Fig. 5 . Escape sequences must be provided for large value changes that are relatively rare but which are not described by any of the above.
C. Arithmetic Coding
Stream-morphing enhancement-layer bitstreams contain a very large number of symbols, comparable to the number of syntax elements in a complete single-layer description. The number of bits required to code this information is reduced considerably by the fact that the values of many of these symbols can be predicted from the previous layer. In general, the symbols to be coded have relative few possible values and often have highly skewed probability distributions that favor one value (that which signifies the symbol has the same value as in the previous layer) over the others. Variable-length (Huffman) coding as used in MPEG-4 is not suitable for coding these types of symbols since the entropy of many symbol types is 1 b/symbol. Instead, we must use a different scheme such as arithmetic coding [14] . For our stream-morphing implementation that uses fixed (nonadaptive) probability models, we use range coding [15] which is a close relative of arithmetic coding which has slightly lower computational complexity than regular arithmetic coding in this case.
The statistics of the symbols coded in a stream-morphing enhancement-layer bitstream depend greatly upon the "spacing" of consecutive enhancement layers, i.e., the "difference" between the quantizer step size used in the current macroblock and the coincident macroblock in the previous layer. If this difference is very small, then we expect that the contents of the current macroblock and the corresponding macroblock in the previous layer would be very similar. Conversely, a large difference means that coefficients are more likely to change their values between layers. If the same probability model is used in all cases, coding efficiency will be poor. To attempt to match symbol statistics more closely to those of the source, our stream-morphing implementation uses more than one probability model for most symbol types. The first action in the processing of a macroblock is to recover the quantizer step size (note that DQUANT is the first symbol coded in Fig. 5) , and then an appropriate metric of layer spacing is calculated from which the probability model to use is determined.
Two such metrics are defined in our system. The first is defined for symbols relating to changes in value undergone by individual quantized DCT coefficients between layers. This metric is proportional to the difference between the quantizer step size in the current layer and the quantizer step size in the layer where the value of the coefficient last changed its value
The second layer spacing metric is used for block-and macroblock-level symbols such as macroblock skipped or CBP. In this case, the metric used is quadratic in the difference between the quantizer step size for the macroblock in the current layer and the immediate previous layer (2) As the quantizer step size is lowered, the number of new coefficients added (and the probability that an uncoded block or macroblock in the previous layer will have at least one nonzero coefficient in the current layer) increases at a faster-than-linear rate, hence the need for a different spacing metric for such symbols. Each raw metric is an integer with a large range of possible values, and associated with each metric type is a decision rule that maps this to a small range of values used to select which probability model is to be used.
For our experiments, the linear metric for existing coefficients mapped to one of five different models using the following decision rule:
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 otherwise
The quadratic metric mapped to one of either 4, 20, or 40 models depending on the symbol type. For symbols other than macroblock skipped or block coded, the following decision rule selects between four models:
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 otherwise
For macroblock skipped symbols, this choice of four models is further expanded by counting the number of surrounding macroblocks that have been previously processed and contain nonzero coefficients (this count is an integer from zero to four). Since texture tends to be spatially localized, if a macroblock is surrounded by a number of other coded macroblocks, then it is more likely to be coded than if the surrounding macroblocks were skipped; thus, using extra models can exploit this effect and increase coding efficiency. Block-coded symbols are processed in a similar way by counting the number of surrounding blocks with nonzero coefficients. A total of 20 models for macroblock skipped symbols is obtained by combining the above decision rule with the five possible values for the number of surrounding coded macroblocks. For coded block symbols, this is doubled to 40 models by considering luminance and chrominance blocks separately. Although this is a large number of models, these symbols are binary and therefore require only storage of one value per model. Given these decision rules and the symbol types defined in the previous section, experiments were conducted on a variety of video sequences, frame rates, and choices for fixed quantizer step sizes in each layer. From these experiments, statistics were gathered on the probability of each value for each symbol type. These statistics were then merged and used to generate a single set of probability models used in the experiments in Section IV (space constraints prevent listing these in full here but can be found in [16] ). The number of models used is a tradeoff between coding performance and the amount of data that must be embedded in the encoder and decoder hardware or software. Some environments may need to use a simplified set of models to reduce the amount of storage required. Sequence and picture header information comprises only a small volume of information and is coded in each layer without morphing.
Section III-B noted that stream morphing can process sets of bitstreams that do not use the same macroblock mode for all coincident macroblocks. For consecutive layers that use different modes, the normal morphing process is not used due to the fact that the intracoded macroblock will typically contain many more nonzero coefficients than the other intercoded macroblock, which will require the addition or deletion of many coefficients. In this case, it is more efficient to simply "pass through" the contents of the macroblock in its original syntax (e.g., MPEG-4 single-layer) to be extracted at the decoder. Stopping the arithmetic coder at this point to pass regular VLCs through the bitstream has a large overhead, so each bit is transmitted through the arithmetic coder using a uniform binary probability model.
D. Temporal and Spatial Scalability
This paper describes stream morphing for SNR scalability. Temporal scalability has been demonstrated [17] for cases where the enhancement-layer frame rate is twice the base-layer rate. Unlike SNR scalability, we cannot assume that motion vectors in each layer are identical; however, the use of arbitrary vectors in each layer generates a large amount of overhead and should be avoided. The approach used in [17] is to consider each base-layer motion to be split between successive frames in the enhancement layer, i.e., each base-layer motion vector is the sum of the spatially coincident vectors in the temporally coincident enhancement-layer frame and the immediate previous enhancement-layer frame.
A possible strategy for achieving spatial scalability would be to use DCT-domain upsampling [18] of the base-layer quantized coefficients followed by the same coefficient processing as described for SNR scalability in the previous sections. As for temporal scalability, it may be necessary to restrict the motion vectors in each layer to be related by a simple scaling factor to reduce the volume of data required to code these.
E. Applications
The stream-morphing encoder shown in Fig. 4 can be used as a direct replacement for either the MPEG-2 pyramid coder of Fig. 2 or the MPEG-4 FGS encoder of Fig. 3 . The decoder shown in Fig. 7 selects the highest quality single-layer bitstream that is available (in layer , where ) and decodes that bitstream. Note again that this decoder is very similar to the MPEG-2 SNR scalable decoder of Fig. 1 and, indeed, the basic single-layer decoder, the only difference being how the residual signal is processed.
In addition to these standard encoder and decoder configurations, stream morphing allows for some new structures that are not possible with previous approaches to scalable coding. As the input at each layer of the stream-morphing encoder is itself a single-layer bitstream, these can be read from disk storage at any time rather than being used directly after generation as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 8 shows a stream-morphing encoder in an off-line configuration that parses a set of existing bitstreams and then performs the morphing operation to produce a scalable representation of the video sequence. This operation is also known as postprocessing as it operates after the encoder has completed its work. Stream morphing works entirely on quantized DCT coefficients and does not perform any DCT/IDCT operations nor motion-compensated prediction, making this a very computationally inexpensive task. If a variety of single-layer bitstreams is available over a range of bit rates, then the postprocessor can change the enhancement-layer bit rates by choosing to use different streams as input.
Similarly, at the decoder, the recovery of single-layer bitstreams can be decoupled from the final decoding of those bitstreams. Fig. 9 shows a proxy (off-line decoder) that operates upstream from the final destination that recovers single-layer bitstreams from the scalable representation. This is also known as preprocessing as it is used to generate the data used in the final decoder. Note that all of the single-layer bitstreams corresponding to those enhancement layers that were received without error are available at this point, not just the bitstream with the highest quality. It is therefore possible to forward more than one of these bitstreams from this point to multiple clients with different bandwidth and/or computational constraints. It is also important to note that these clients need not be aware that scalable coding was used over part of the journey from the video source. They receive a standard single-layer bitstream that is encoded in the regular syntax and at the normal bit rate. Rather than immediately forwarding any bitstreams to clients, a proxy can also choose to store the bitstreams on disk and later act as a postprocessor (Fig. 8) , possibly choosing to create a different scalable representation from the one it originally received. This makes stream morphing an attractive means of distributing video data through content delivery networks (CDNs) [19] , where edge servers are placed throughout the Internet to serve nearby clients. Stream morphing removes the need to "simulcast" multiple single-layer bitstreams to the edge servers; instead, a scalable representation can be sent and the edge servers can then recover all of the original single-layer bitstreams. As the CDN scenario often does not need to run in real time, a reliable transport medium (such as TCP) can be used, and there is no requirement for layer prioritization support in that medium.
The on-line and off-line encoders and decoders can be used interchangeably, i.e., bitstreams from the on-line encoder of Fig. 4 can be recovered by a proxy (Fig. 9 ) and then forwarded in single-layer form or stored for later use. Bitstreams that were generated off-line by postprocessing (Fig. 8) can be recovered and decoded simultaneously by an on-line decoder (Fig. 7) .
In environments where data loss can occur, it will be necessary to shift to decoding a lower layer if a high layer encounters significant losses. For the encoder architecture of Fig. 4 , this will result in a slight mismatch between the encoder and decoder frame stores that will decrease over time as intra refresh occurs. As there is one motion-compensation prediction loop per encoder layer, drift will not occur when some of the layers are not available. If the errors are transient, then the decoder can shift back to a higher layer at the next I frame. For future H.264-based systems, SP frames [20] can be used to allowing shifting between layers without the need for an I frame since bitstream switching is equivalent to layer switching in a stream-morphing system.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To assess the performance of the new stream-morphing technique, a five-layer MPEG-4-based codec was constructed along with another five-layer MPEG-4-based codec that implements the MPEG-2 SNR scalability architecture of Fig. 1 with the pyramid encoder (Fig. 2) . These results will be compared to the MPEG-4 FGS system and to single-layer MPEG-4. All encoders are constructed from the same base software to enable direct comparison between techniques. The initial set of tests used four test sequences: "Akiyo," "Carphone," "Foreman," and "Mother and Daughter," all at CIF 10 frames/s. These sequences were chosen to show the performance of these systems at both ends of the range of possible inputs. "Akiyo" and "Mother and Daughter" have relatively low levels of motion in contrast to the other two sequences. The first frame is coded in intra mode. Every third subsequent frame is a P frame. The remaining frames are B frames. Full-search motion estimation is used with a search range of 32 pixels and overlapped-block motion compensation (OBMC) is enabled (for consistency, OBMC has been used in all experiments although it is not available in the MPEG-4 FGS Profile). For the full-pel motion search, the original (uncompressed) frame is used while the fractional-pel search is performed on the reconstruction for the top-most frame store so that the quality in the highest layer is optimized. This will have a slightly negative effect on the quality of the lower layers when compared with systems that use only one motion-compensated prediction loop (FGS and single-layer), and, as such, the base-layer quality of the multiloop schemes (stream morphing and MPEG-2 SNR scalability) will be worse even if an identical quantizer step size is used. Other implementations may choose to do the motion estimation differently; however, we are usually interested in the quality of the top-most layer.
Since the base layer must be protected in all of these schemes so that any data loss affects only the higher layers, it is desirable to lower the base-layer rate as much as possible. For these tests, using constant quantization the maximum quantization parameter (QP) of 31 allowed by MPEG-4 is used in the base layer, leading to the lowest bit rate. For those systems that use discrete layers, the quantizer step-size values used in each enhancement layer were adjusted so that the layers had approximately equal spacing over a range of twice the base-layer bit rate. For the FGS tests, the enhancement-layer bitstream was truncated at a variety of rates to show its rate-distortion behavior. Fig. 10 shows results for all four sequences. It can be seen that for the high-motion sequences there is a reduced performance gap between the scalable techniques, an indication that the presence of enhancement-layer prediction does not assist greatly these types of sequence. At the other end of the spectrum, it can be seen that MPEG-4 FGS performs very poorly for low-motion sequences at low bit rates due to the lack of prediction of static areas in the enhancement layers.
The performance difference between the MPEG-2 approach and stream morphing is due to two main factors. The first of these is the use of arithmetic coding in the stream-morphing enhancement layers along with the use of extra "context" information, for example, the number of surrounding blocks or macroblocks that have nonzero coefficients is used in coding whether a given block or macroblock is skipped. This gain in efficiency comes at the expense of extra computational complexity. Indeed, it would be possible to change the enhancement layer syntax of the MPEG-2-compliant system to achieve similar gains. The second source of gain for stream morphing is the avoidance of the problems with the MPEG-2 scheme discussed earlier where large coefficients are coarsely quantized in one of the lower layers and are not updated in one of the higher layers since the quantization residue is not large enough to create a new nonzero DCT coefficient in any of those layers. This affects not only the quality of the current frame but also the prediction used in future frames which is especially critical for good performance in low-motion sequences. To show that stream morphing derives some of its improved performance from improved temporal prediction and not entirely from more concise syntax, Table I shows counts of the number of discrete nonzero coefficients, coded blocks, and coded macroblocks that are present in at least one layer in stream morphing and MPEG-2-compliant SNR scalability for the sequences "Mother and Daughter" and "Foreman" (CIF 10 frames/s). The entities that are counted here correspond directly to syntax elements used in each bitstream and systems will seek to reduce the numbers of these that are present. For Table I , unlike the results shown in Fig. 10 , the same quantizer step-size values are used in each layer for the two discrete layered scalable techniques. In this way, we can observe that stream morphing can describe a sequence with approximately the same overall quality (in fact, the PSNR values for stream morphing are slightly higher than for MPEG-2 SNR scalability, especially for "Mother and Daughter") using fewer nonzero coefficients. Furthermore, the poorer temporal prediction in the MPEG-2 approach results in significant prediction errors "spreading" outside the areas that are coded in the singlelayer and stream-morphing experiments, as shown by the increased number of blocks and macroblocks that require coefficients to be coded. This confirms that it is not simply more efficient enhancement-layer syntax alone that is responsible for stream morphing's improved performance. While the need to update the values of each quantized coefficient in each layer is an additional cost in the stream-morphing system compared to MPEG-2-compliant SNR scalability, this is outweighed by the number of additional nonzero coefficients that do not need to be coded in later frames. Table I also shows the total length of all zigzag scans for 8 8 blocks with nonzero coefficients; these results are normalized with respect to the scan length for the single-layer case using the top layer quantizer step size. Longer scans will require longer symbols to code so it is desirable to minimize this length; we can see that the MPEG-2 approach induces an increase in scan length that is larger than the increase in the number of coefficients present (compared to single-layer), indicating that there are more high-frequency coefficients present. This is significantly reduced for stream morphing which contributes further to its improved efficiency.
Tests at other frame sizes and rates show results that follow similar patterns to those shown in Fig. 10 . The performance gap between stream morphing and MPEG-2 SNR scalability widens when the frame rate is increased and narrows slightly for QCIFsized frames at the same frame rate. For these very-low-quality base-layer services, MPEG-4 FGS continues to exhibit poor performance, especially for low-motion sequences.
A. Subjective Testing
To evaluate the subjective performance of the stream-morphing method, a set of tests was conducted using a modified version of the double-stimulus continuous quality-scale (DSCQS) method [21] . This test was originally designed to measure small impairments, and, as such, the "reference" condition used was the original (unimpaired) sequence. Here we are seeking to measure the performance of heavily degraded sequences at low bit rates, so direct comparison with the original is not useful. Instead, we test pairs of different coding techniques and choose one method as the reference during the analysis stage. If all possible pairings of methods are tested, we can use any individual method as the reference condition. Fig. 11 shows the results of such a set of tests (using 16 nonexpert viewers) for the four 10-frames/s CIF sequences originally shown in Fig. 10 (the top layers for the layered codecs and MPEG-4 FGS at a similar rate). The vertical axis in the figure represents the difference between the subjective scores (measured on a scale of 0-100) for the condition under test and the reference condition, which in this case is stream morphing (or, equivalently, the single-layer bitstream corresponding to the top layer), i.e., negative values in the figure indicate that stream morphing is subjectively superior. The 95% confidence interval is shown for the mean value of this difference across all observers tested. FGS performs poorly in the subjective sense, which is in line with the results of Fig. 10 ; however, there is a larger difference for the MPEG-2-compliant system than Fig. 10 indicated. This confirms the hypothesis from Section III that relatively coarse quantization of large coefficients in this system causes problems with subjective quality even if additional high-frequency coefficients are present that raise the PSNR.
B. Computational Complexity
The amount of computation used by a stream-morphing encoder (in either the on-line or off-line configurations) can be estimated by considering parallel encoders that share a single motion-estimation block (but are otherwise unmodified) plus the computation required for the postprocessor. The decoder complexity can be determined by considering a standard single- layer decoder and the preprocessor. The complexity of the standard encoders and decoders in the case of MPEG-4 has been evaluated elsewhere [22] and will not be considered further here. The computation used in the preprocessor and postprocessor can be divided into two categories: 1) Determination of which probability model to use when encoding or decoding a particular symbol; this is primarily the computation one of the layer spacing metrics (Section III-C). This is performed identically in both the encoder and decoder and so the computational load is identical. For evaluation of (1) and (2), the limited range of possible values for the denominator in each expression allows the division operation to be replaced by a multiply and shift using precomputed values stored in a table. 2) Encoding or decoding of symbols: the computation required for this is asymmetric and depends on whether we are considering the encoder or the decoder. To evaluate the amount of computation for the preprocessor and postprocessor, some profiling data was gathered [23] to determine how many fundamental operations (integer multiply, add, divide, subtract, and shift) are required. A summary of results for encoding and decoding of the "Foreman" sequence at CIF resolution using five layers is summarized in Table II . The number of operations is dependent on the number of symbols in the single-layer bitstreams will be different for different sequences and/or bit rates. It can be seen that most of the computation is in the arithmetic coding and therefore the use of a more approximate method (e.g., [24] ) here has the potential to reduce this further still, at the cost of slightly reduced coding efficiency ( [24] shows the resulting expansion of coded data to be generally less than 2%).
V. CONCLUSION
For hybrid DCT/MCP video coders that are to be used with media such as the Internet and wireless networks where feedback about channel conditions to the encoder is not possible, it is necessary to form discrete layers and to prioritize their transmission. Stream morphing forms layers by describing the operations required to transform a single-layer bitstream that is already available into another of higher quality. This is similar to the MPEG-2 approach which is appropriate for use in situations where decoder complexity must be minimized, compression efficiency is to be maximized, and relatively high encoder complexity can be tolerated. Stream-morphing systems quantize the signal only once which has been shown to give superior visual quality. In addition, the conversion between single-layer and scalable forms can be performed in a computationally inexpensive way, leading to a number of new application scenarios that are not possible with other techniques.
